.25 †*Programming for mobile computing devices

Class here programming for specific types of mobile computing devices

Add to base number 005.25 the numbers following 005.26 in 005.262–005.269, e.g., programming for Android® devices 005.258

.26 †*Programming for personal computers

Class here programming for specific types of personal computers; comprehensive works on programming for midrange and personal computers

For programming for midrange computers, see 005.24; for programming for mobile computing devices, see 005.25

.35 *Programs for mobile computing devices [formerly 005.36]

Class here programs for specific types of mobile computing devices

Add to base number 005.35 the numbers following 005.36 in 005.362–005.368, e.g., Android® apps 005.3582

.36 *Programs for personal computers

Class here programs for specific types of personal computers; comprehensive works on programs for midrange and personal computers

For programs for midrange computers, see 005.34; for programs for mobile computing devices, see 005.35

*Use notation 019 from Table 1 as modified at 004.019
†Do not use notation 01 from Table 1 for general discussion of logic in programming; see Manual at 005.101